
Volunteer Tails 

By Lorraine Kainuma 

 

I started volunteering for GSRNC just a few years after adopting my first GSD, Maggie, from 

Valley Humane Society and moving to a small horse ranch in San Martin. Our family had 

adopted many rescues before, all mutts, and Maggie was my introduction to GSDs. 

After our move, I had initially tried 

volunteering for the local animal shelter as an 

adoption counselor but found their lack of 

information about the shelter dogs daunting in 

terms of trying to safely place dogs with 

families.  At the time, GSRNC was running 

Meet & Greets at PetSmart in nearby Gilroy. 

A former Valley Humane Society volunteer 

friend who also volunteered for GSRNC 

suggested that I check out GSRNC since she 

knew I had adopted Maggie. I was 

immediately impressed with how organized, 

responsible and safety-conscious the GSRNC 

volunteers were and felt it was a good fit for 

me. It was also a great opportunity to learn 

more about the German Shepherd breed. 

Since those early days with Maggie and GSRNC, I have come to appreciate and deeply love this 

special breed. Maggie is now 16 and still my shadow and constant companion. Despite her 

failing eyesight and hearing, she always keeps one eye and ear on me and the other on what’s 

going on around us. 

When my old Border Collie, 

Checkers, suddenly passed away 

two years ago, I had just started 

fostering Fozzie for GSRNC.   

Because Maggie has separation 

anxiety and needs the 

companionship of another dog, it 

became quickly apparent that 

Fozzie was destined to become a 

family member as well.  Having 

Maggie and Fozzie by my side 

enables me to feel safe on my country property. They are my family and give me constant 

companionship and love. Plus, Fozzie is a real goofball and makes me laugh every day! 
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For the past two years, Maggie has been too frail for me to feel comfortable fostering a third dog. 

However, when she eventually goes on to doggie heaven, I plan to start fostering again for 

GSRNC. Fozzie loves to run and play with other dogs and is looking forward to being a doggie 

mentor!  

Over the years of fostering, I try to remember 

one thing that makes it easier for me to let my 

foster dogs go on to their new homes: letting 

my foster dog go to a wonderful new home 

enables me to help GSRNC save more dogs by 

continuing to foster more dogs. Given that the 

number of dogs we can save is directly linked 

to the number of foster homes GSRNC has, I 

hope that everyone might think about whether 

they can foster periodically or if they have any 

friends or neighbors who might foster. 

Fostering saves precious and beautiful lives! 

I continue to be in constant awe and appreciation of our amazing GSRNC volunteers and all that 

they do day after day. 


